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Sarah Anne Johnson’s artistic sojourns pull her from one end of the planet to the other. First, to northern Manitoba to live among the tree planters, then the Galapagos Islands as an eco-warrior volunteer, and most recently, the Arctic, where she spent time on a double-masted Norwegian sloop touring the northern tundra and pack ice.
It doesn’t take long to detect a unifying theme. Each spot has its own set of dire environmental concerns, from denuded landscape to precious evolutionary cradle to bellwether for rapidly-advancing climate change.
The latter is on display at the Stephen Bulger Gallery in a suite of photo-based works called “Arctic Wonderland,” but if you think Johnson is content to pick the low-hanging fruit of histrionic environmental tut-tutting, think again.
Johnson has always worked with the conventional artistic notion of landscape, with a mind to turning it upside down. Both her tree-planting and Galapagos series were conceived as large scale installations; she built lovingly crude dioramas and made figures from clay, and fused them with photos she had taken on site.
In person, these were immersive experiences, evoking something closer to an internal, emotional landscape than an actual one.
“Arctic Wonderland” is exactly that. Photographs of barren land and seascapes are sketched, drawn and painted on to reflect Johnson’s personal responses. A desolate stretch of tundra is loomed over by a pale, transparent cube; a frozen island is encased in an oblong forcefield.
Broken fencing is festooned with brightly-coloured confetti. A troupe of silhouetted figures march resolutely in pilgrimage towards a towering black monolith which, Space Odyssey-like, seems to be beckoning them forth.
Johnson’s work struck a chord quickly. Her tree-planting series was acquired by the Guggenheim in New York, which showed it most recently last summer as part of its “Haunted” exhibition, alongside such titans as Robert Rauschenberg and Andy Warhol.
Johnson is often lauded — by me, among others — for her frank, disarmingly personal take on broader issues, and rightly so. Her commitment speaks for itself. There’s a reason she plants trees, coaxes baby sea turtles to water, and rides along with scientific explorations in the arctic, instead of simply allowing her imagination to conjure a treatment of such things.
Though she works with homespun proficiency in a breadth of media, her practice is centred on photography for its core function as a truth-teller: Despite all its manipulative tools, photography remains the only way to capture actuality.
Drawing on that premise, Johnson works mostly by hand building sets and models, or, in the case of “Arctic Wonderland,” reworks photographs with hand-painting, drawing and a little Photoshop here and there.
The intended effect is both deeply personal, and formally clear: With this technique, Johnson both suggests that photographs — all photographs — are incapable of conveying absolute truth. Just as imperfect is memory, tainted by human imperfections like emotion and perception. Photos and memories never match up; in the end, Johnson’s photographs are true to one thing, and one thing only: Herself.
That was never more clear in her chilling installation “House On Fire,” smartly shown and then acquired by the Art Gallery of Ontario in 2009. Deeply autobiographical, Johnson worked over snapshots of her grandmother in compellingly tragic ways: One image, of Johnson and her sister as children, ensnared on their grandmother’s lap as her fingers grew into tendrils, remains burned in my brain.
Coupled with a nightmarish doll house and suite of cartoon-horror sculptures, “House on Fire” was the artist’s personal retelling of her grandmother’s lifelong psychological trauma as the result of her unwitting participation in the CIA’s mind-control experiments at McGill University in the 1950s.
“Arctic Wonderland” may not carry the same deeply personal freight, but it undeniably works the artist’s same, particular magic: fusing veracity and perception in a palpably personal, handmade form, Johnson creates a world equal parts whimsy and darkness, and entirely her own.
